Public Comment Form
Missile Drive Corridor Plan
It has been said that ‘once every hundred years you can create a gateway image to your community’.
Your input is being sought to help create the gateway image of Missile Drive from I-25 to downtown
Cheyenne.
Missile Drive serves as a principle gateway street and as such has the potential to create a positive image
of our community as well encourage and provide access to new development in the Missile Drive
corridor. Missile Drive is currently 4 lanes wide and is proposed to be reconstructed to include a median,
bike lanes and sidewalks. There are several improvement options under consideration for the 19th
Street/Old Happy Jack Road intersection as well as using the right of way as part of the Greenway Plan.
Your input on the future land use and street design characteristics of this corridor are considered very
important. Please provide us your comments on the following questions about the corridor. If possible,
identify potential strengths (good points), weaknesses (issues) and opportunities related to each of the
following elements to enhance the corridor:
1. What kinds of land uses would you like to see along the Missile Drive Corridor? Examples
include commercial, industrial, office, residential, or a mix of uses

2. Is there a corridor in another area of Cheyenne or in another community that you feel would
work well along Missile Drive?

3. What enhancements would you like to see for the proposed Greenway path along Missile Drive?

4. Are there any destinations you would like to see the Greenway path connect to in the
surrounding area?

5. What changes if any would you like to see happen to Old Happy Jack Road?

6. What problems do you see at the 19th Street intersection and what improvements would you
suggest be made to improve it?

7. What changes if any would you make to the cross sections from the previous study? Why?

8. Missile Drive is a gateway into the west side of the City of Cheyenne. What landscaping and
other aesthetic treatments do you think should be used to showcase this area?

9. Do you have any other general comments about Missile Drive from West Lincolnway to I-25?

Please return this comment form to:
Cheyenne MPO
2101 O’Neil Ave, 205
Cheyenne, WY 82001
Or email it to schakraborty@cheyennecity.org

